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We describe basic periodic trapping configurations for ultracold atoms above surfaces. The ap-
proach is based on a simple wire grid and can be scaled to provide large arrays of periodically
arranged magnetic or magneto-optical traps. The unit cells of the trap lattices are based on crossed
wire segments. By alternating the current directions in the wires of the grid it can be distinguished
between 3 basic lattice configurations. As a first demonstration, we used macroscopic wires in a 2
layer configuration to realize the unit cells of the lattices. With this experimental setup, we observe
two of the basic unit cells and an array of 2x2 magneto optical traps.
I. INTRODUCTION
An array of individual microtraps for ultracold atoms,
where each trap can be addressed separately, provides
a large number of new degrees of freedom for coherent
manipulation and control of cold atoms. Besides appli-
cations in Quantum Computing, where every lattice site
corresponds to a qubit, an addressable array will allow
the dynamic definition of quantum dots and quantum
wires to perform e.g. transport measurements on fully
controllable structures filled with quantum gases.
One possible way to reach this goal could be microstruc-
tured traps. Since the first proposals for such traps for
neutral atoms [1] a lot of progress has been made in this
field [2, 3, 4], including the generation of Bose Einstein
Condensates (BEC) in microtraps [5, 6]. The main ad-
vantages of miniaturized traps are on the one hand the
possibility to create nearly arbitrary potentials and on
the other hand the possibility to reach already with small
currents traps with much tighter confinement than in
large macroscopic traps. Reviews on the basic principles
of such microtraps can be found in references [7, 8].
In this paper, we present basic periodic trapping con-
figurations which can be realized with multilayer mi-
crostructures. The trapping fields for the atoms (Ioffe
Pritchard type potentials for magnetic trapping of atoms
as well as quadrupole fields for magneto optical trap-
ping) are formed by two layers of crossed wires, which
can be individually addressed. We present first experi-
ments with a system of macroscopic wires and show, that
it is possible to produce multiple magneto optical traps
(MOT) next to a surface in a controlled manner. This
could be a first step to load ultracold atoms into an array
of microstructured magnetic traps in a parallel way. We
envisage that experiments with trapped atoms or even
the production of BECs in such arrays of traps can be
performed.
The paper is organized as follows: In section IIA a re-
view of the basic concepts of trapping atoms with a single
wire, respectively with microstructures is given. In part
II B we present a scalable implementation of trapping
configuration for cold atoms in periodic arrangements. In
section III the experimental setup is introduced and fi-
nally, in section IV we present first experiments including
multiple MOT-systems based on such multilayer struc-
tures.
II. CONFIGURATIONS
A. Basic configurations
The simplest configuration to produce magnetic po-
tentials which can be used to catch cold atoms is the
superposition of the magnetic field of an infinitely long
wire B = | ~B| = µ0
2pi
I
r (I is the current in the wire, r
the distance from the wire) with an external homoge-
nous bias field Bb = | ~Bb| perpendicular to the wire [9]
(see fig. 1 a). This configuration yields a two dimensional
quadrupole field parallel to the wire with a field minimum
at a distance of rm =
µ0
2pi
I
Bb
. Next to this minimum the
magnetic field increases linearly in all directions perpen-
dicular to the wire with a gradient of dBdr
∣∣
rm
= − 2piµ0
B2
b
I
[2]. This type of trap can be extended to a harmonic trap
by applying an external field Bp = | ~Bp| parallel to the
wire. The resulting curvature in the radial direction at
the height rm can be expressed as
d2B
dr2
∣∣∣∣
rm
=
(
2π
µ0
)2
B4b
BpI2
(1)
where I is the current in the wire [10]. For this one
wire configuration, the bias field Bb can alternatively be
produced by two additional wires on both sides of the
trapping wire with currents in opposite direction [11]. A
similar trapping configuration consisting of four wires in
parallel is possible too [11].
The 2-dimensional trapping potential of infinitely long
wires can be extended to real 3-D trapping configura-
tions by closing the quadrupoles in the third dimension
by adding two wires perpendicular to the main wire. This
can be done with one wire by bending it in so called ”U
”or ”Z” configurations (for illustration see fig. 1b,c) [2],
resulting in 3-D quadrupoles (U-configuration) or Ioffe-
Pritchard type traps (Z-configuration) respectively.
A 3-D magnetic quadrupole has three main axes which
go through the magnetic zero and are orthogonal with re-
spect to each other. To satisfy ~∇· ~B = 0, there is one axis
2where the sign of the field gradient must be different than
for the other two. For the further explanation we use this
axis to define the orientation of the 3-D quadrupole in
space. Furthermore we define the bent parts of the wire
to be parallel to the x-direction, where the central part
is in the y-direction. The z-direction is perpendicular to
the plane defined by the x-and y-axes.
In the ”U” configuration [2] the y-components of the
magnetic field of the bent wires cancel out at the origin
of the linear quadrupole (see fig. 1b), whereas the z-
components add. Due to this the origin of the quadrupole
is shifted in the +x direction away from central bar. The
gradients in both the x-direction and the y-direction are
dB
dx
∣∣∣∣
rm
= −
µ0
2π
Iw
r2m
(2)
dB
dy
∣∣∣∣
rm
=
2µ0
π
IcrmL
(L2 + 4r2m)
2
, (3)
where rm is the distance of the quadrupole minimum
from the wire, L is the length of the central bar of the
U-trap and Iw = Ic = I is the current in the wire. In
this formula the shift due to the bent parts is not taken
into account. This simplification is valid, if rm is small
compared to the spacing L between the bent parts of
the wire. The axis of the quadrupole in the configura-
tion shown in fig. 1b is lying in the x-z-plane above the
central bar between the bent parts of the wire under an
angle of 45◦ with respect to the x-axis. The bent parts
of the ”U” configuration do not close the quadrupole in
a symmetric way. A more symmetric configuration is a
”H” configuration, which can not be bent in a simple way
with a single wire (see inset fig. 1b).
In the ”Z”-configuration [2] a Ioffe-Pritchard-type trap
is formed (see fig. 1c). In this configuration the y-
components of the magnetic field of the bent parts add
and the z-components cancel out in the middle of the
central bar. For this reason a magnetic field minimum
appears in the middle of the central bar at the distance
rm. Due to the non vanishing y-components the mag-
netic field at the field minimum is non zero and can be
calculated as
Bm =
2µ0
π
Icrm
L2 + 4r2m
, (4)
where L is the length of the central bar and I is the cur-
rent in the wire. The curvature of these traps at the min-
imum rm are in both the x-direction and the y-direction
d2B
dx2
∣∣∣∣
rm
=
µ0
16π
Iw(L
2 + 4r2m)
r5m
(5)
d2B
dy2
∣∣∣∣
rm
= −
2µ0
π
Ic(16r
4
m − 16r
2
mL
2 − L4)
rm(4r2m + L
2)3
(6)
This kind of trap is more stable against Majorana transi-
tions than the quadrupole trap and is thus favourable for
magnetic trapping of atoms, whereas ”U” type traps are
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FIG. 1: Different wiretrap configurations: a) The superposi-
tion of the magnetic field produced by a wire with an external
homogeneous bias field forms a two dimensional quadrupole
with open ends. b) Bending of the wire in a ”U” form gives a
quadrupole trap. c) Bending of the wire in a ”Z” form gives
a Ioffe-Pritchard type trap. The graphs show for both con-
figurations the magnetic field in the middle of the the two
bent parts above the wire. The length L of the central bar is
in both cases 10 mm, the current I in the wire 16A and the
external bias field 7 G respectively 20 G. The insets in b,c)
show the corresponding ”H” configurations.
favourable for magneto-optical trapping of atoms, which
typically requires a quadrupole configuration. This ”Z”
trap is again asymmetric and can be extended to an ”H”
form trap, which is a more symmetric situation (see inset
fig. 1c).
B. Lattice configurations
To extend these basic schemes to an array of traps, let
us consider 2 layers of parallel wires, where the 2 lay-
ers are perpendicular to each other (see fig. 2 and fig.
3). For simplification let us assume that all wires carry
the same constant current I, the wires are infinitely thin
and infinitely long. In addition to the magnetic field pro-
duced by these wires an external bias field Bb can be
applied parallel or perpendicular to the 2 layers. Such a
3configuration is very versatile and allows to create many
different lattice geometries. The possible lattice config-
urations are built up from simple unit cells, which will
now be described in detail.
We consider three different configurations. In the first
configuration, the currents I in each of the layers are
unidirectional (see fig. 2a, configuration A). In the sec-
ond configuration the currents are unidirectional in one
layer (y-direction), and alternating in the second layer
(x-direction) (see fig. 2b, configuration B). In the last
configuration the currents are bidirectional in both lay-
ers (see fig. 3a, configuration C).
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FIG. 2: Basic configuration for the trapping of atoms in a
periodic structure with 2 layers of wires. a) The currents
in the layers are flowing in all wires in same direction. An
additional bias field produces an array of Ioffe Pritchard type
traps. The inset on the left side shows the unit cell in this
lattice configuration (Configuration A). b) The currents in
one layer are all flowing in the same direction, in the second
layer the currents are bidirectional. With an additional bias
field one gets an array of quadrupoles (Q−,Q+), which have
different orientations of their quadrupole axis. The inset on
the left side shows the unit cell in this lattice configuration
(Configuration B).
Configuration A (currents in both layers unidirec-
tional) has already been discussed in references [12, 13].
We describe the concept using simple unit cells consist-
ing of 3 wires segments crossing each other as marked in
the box in fig. 2a. This unit cell has a central bar in
the middle, enclosed by two wire segments in the upper
and lower part of the unit cell. The size of the unit cell
is given by the distance between the wires in each layer.
The lattice is a simple square lattice. By applying an
external bias field in the x-direction as indicated in fig.
2a each ”H” shaped unit cell contains a Ioffe Pritchard
trap above the central bar. The basic properties of an
individual trap can be calculated from the equations 5
and 6 given above for the ”Z”-trap plus a perturbation
term, which will be calculated later.
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FIG. 3: a) Lattice configuration with bidirectional currents
in both layers. This gives a rich structure of quadrupoles in
different directions. b) The simple unit cell for this array of
wires consists of 6 wires. Without an external bias field this
configuration yields 10 different quadrupoles as explained in
the text (Configuration C).
In configuration B, the currents are unidirectional in
one layer (y) and alternating in the second layer (x) (see
fig 2 b). Here the simple unit cell consists of 4 wire
segments as shown in fig. 2 b). The lattice is rect-
angular. By applying an external bias field in the x-
direction two different quadrupole traps Q−,Q+, (see fig.
2b) are contained above the surface in the unit cell, which
can be described by the equations 2 and 3 given for a
quadrupole trap plus a perturbation term. The differ-
ence between the two quadrupoles in the unit cell is the
orientation. At quadrupole Q− the axis is lying in the
x,z plane under an angle of −45◦ with respect to the x-
axis, and at quadrupole Q+ the axis is under an angle
of 45◦ with respect to the x-axis. The quadrupoles can
4be used for magneto optical trapping to catch atoms in
a reflection MOT [12, 16, 17]. Due to the fact that the
two quadrupoles have different orientations, the circular
polarisation of the MOT beams has to be different to ei-
ther use the upper or the lower of the quadrupoles as will
be shown in the experimental section.
In configuration C, the currents are alternating in both
layers (fig. 3a). The unit cell consists of 8 wire segments.
Even without an external bias field in this cell 10 differ-
ent quadrupoles can be found. The bias field for all the
different quadrupoles is given by the neighboring wires
as mentioned before [11], so no external bias field is nec-
essary. Eight of the quadrupoles can be found above the
wires (R1..R4 and L1..L4, see fig. 3). The quadrupole
axes of all of them are tilted by 45o against the surface
with respect to the wires and can be used for a reflec-
tion MOT [12, 16, 17]. Two other quadrupoles (P1,P2)
are built up by two concentric wire squares [11]. The
quadrupole axes of these two are oriented perpendicular
to the surface, and thus they can not be used for a re-
flection MOT. The unit cell itself is symmetric under a
mirror operation around the mirror plane as indicated in
fig. 3 b). The lattice is a simple square lattice.
In all three configurations, the magnetic field ~B in the
unit cell is given by the magnetic field produced by the
wires in the unit cell ~Bc plus a perturbation term from
the rest of the lattice ~Bp
~B = ~Bc + ~Bp (7)
For configuration A the perturbation in one cell can be
expressed by the formula
~Bp =
µ0I
2π
∞∑
n = −∞
n 6= 0
1
(x− nd)2 + z2
·

 x− nd0
−z


+
µ0I
2π
∞∑
m = −∞
m 6= 0
1
(y −md)2 + z2
·

 0y −md
−z

(8)
and for configuration B
~Bp =
µ0I
2π
∞∑
n = −∞
n 6= 0
(−1)n
(x− nd)2 + z2
·

 x− nd0
−z


+
µ0I
2π
∞∑
m = −∞
m 6= 0
1
(y −md)2 + z2
·

 0y −md
−z

(9)
where d is the distance between the wires and I the cur-
rent flowing in the wires. The sums over n and m runs
over all wires in the two horizontal directions. The terms
for n = m = 0 are excluded from the sum since only the
perturbation from the rest of the lattice on a given unit
cell should be considered here. An analogous situation
is given in the third configuration. The perturbations to
the magnetic field in one lattice cell will be small, if d is
much larger than the distance z = rm of the potential
minimum from the surface.
For finite systems and rm ≫ d the sum above is fi-
nite and one has to consider edge effects, which perturb
the symmetry. This is analogous to finite-size magnetic
mirrors used in atom optics [15]. The effect can be com-
pensated by adding compensation wires, as proposed in
[18].
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To test the configurations proposed in section II B ar-
rays of magnetic quadrupole traps are created by 2 layers
of macroscopic wires mounted inside a vacuum chamber
(see fig. 4). Each layer of wires consists of a ribbon UHV
cable with a pitch of 1.27 mm (Caburn, Kapton Ribble
Wire). The individual wires are kapton insulated with
a diameter of the copper core of 0.25 mm. The cables
are glued together with UHV compatible epoxy and are
mounted on top of each other in a two layers configura-
tion, where the upper layer consists of 10 wires in parallel
and the lower layer consists of 8 parallel wires below the
first one. The distance between the center of the wires
in the two layers is 1.27 mm, given by the wire diameter.
The whole wire assembly is attached to a Cu holder. The
maximum current in the wires was about 5A. At higher
currents, the pressure in the vacuum chamber started to
increase probably due to outgasing of the insulating kap-
ton layer. On top of the upper layer of wires a Si plate
(thickness: 0.4 mm) covered with 10nm of Cr and 100
nm of Au is mounted, which serves as mirror. The whole
setup is mounted upside down inside the chamber. The
mirror at the surface is necessary, because we use the
reflection MOT principle [12, 16, 17] to catch cold 87Rb
atoms. For this type of MOT two of the laser beams are
parallel to the surface and two other lasers beams are
reflected from the surface under an angle of 45◦. The
magnetic quadrupole field necessary for the MOT is gen-
erated by the two layers of wires plus an external bias
field. This bias field can be adjusted between 0 G and 80
G. The circular polarisation of the four beams depends
on the orientation of the magnetic quadrupole. The 87Rb
is provided by a Rb dispenser [19, 20] mounted approxi-
mately 4 cm away from the assembly. The optical access
is provided by a large window below the sample.
To operate the MOT, we use as lasers two home built
grating feedback stabilized diode lasers, operating at 780
nm. The cooling laser is locked on the 5S1/2, F = 2 →
5P3/2, F
′ = 3 cycling transition using polarisation spec-
troscopy in a vapor cell. The laser power in this laser
is about 17 mW. The repumping laser is locked to the
5S1/2, F = 1 → 5P3/2, F
′ = 2 transition using the same
5copperblock
silicon die
covered with Au
1,27 mm
FIG. 4: Experimental setup inside the vacuum chamber.
Above a copper block 2 layers of kapton insulated wires are
mounted under a gold covered silicon plate. The whole setup
is mounted upside down inside the vacuum chamber.
locking scheme as for the MOT laser. This laser has a
total power of 7 mW.
To detect the atoms in the MOT, we used a calibrated
8-bit CCD Camera, placed 8 cm under the surface out-
side the vacuum chamber. The imaging system is set
up in a way, that atoms above the whole surface inside
the chamber can be detected. One pixel on the camera
corresponds to a 39µm×36µm area in the trap region.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
By using one wire in the upper one of the two layers
together with the external bias field and turning on all
the MOT beams one has the situation of a 2D MOT
with additional optical molasses on the axis parallel to
the surface (see fig. 5), upper left corner). This 2D-
MOT can be extended to a 3D-MOT by using the wires
of the lower layer transform the 2-D quadrupole to an
3-D quadrupole. In the experiments we used in the lower
layer the two outermost wires of our experimental setup,
which are at a distance of 10.1 mm (see fig. 5).
We found that the position of the MOT can be pre-
cisely controlled by choosing the current carrying wire in
the upper layer. The currents were set to 4 A and an
external bias field of 3 G was applied. With these values
the magnetic field gradients be calculated from equations
2 and 3 as dBdx = 11G/cm and
dB
dy = 1.9G/cm. The cal-
culated distance rm from the MOT to the surface is 1.6
mm.
In this configuration, a MOT was realized above every
wire (see fig. 5). The average number of atoms for the
different MOT positions was 3 · 105. A situation where
no external bias field was necessary was reached by us-
ing as bias field wires the neighboring wires on the left
and on the right of the MOT wire in the upper layer
with current flowing in the opposite direction. The num-
10 mm
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FIG. 5: a) Two-dimensional MOT produced by the magnetic
field of a single wire with a current of 4 A and an exter-
nal bias field of 3 G. All MOT beams are turned on yielding
a 2-D MOT with an optical molasses on the y-axis. b-k):
MOTs with a magnetic quadrupole field produced by two
layers of wires. By turning on the current in two wires in
the x-direction MOTs at different position above the surface
can be addressed by using different wires. The wires used are
indicated above the images. The currents in the wires were
4 A with an external bias field of 3 G. The distance between
the wires in the x-direction is 1.27 mm (left to right in the
picture), the distance between the current-carrying wires in
the y-direction is 10.2 mm.
ber of atoms in such a MOT generated without external
field was lower, due to the fact that the capture range
was smaller. The reason for this is the fact that the bias
field produced by the two neighboring wires is inhomoge-
neous. The quadrupoles resulting from this configuration
extend over a smaller volume and so the capture range is
reduced.
In the proposed configuration B two quadrupoles which
are different in orientation emerge above the middle wire
segment of the unit cell. These two quadrupoles can be
used to operate the MOT, if the respective polarisations
of the MOT laser beams fit to the orientation of the
quadrupoles. In our experimental setup, we realized the
unit cell configuration consisting of 4 wires (see fig. 6a).
The distance between the parallel wires was 5mm (upper
- middle wire), respectively 3.8 mm (middle - lower wire).
The current in each of the wires was chosen as 4 A and
an external bias field of 3 G was applied. This yields a
gradient of dBdx = 11G/cm in the x- and
dB
dy = 3.3G/cm
62
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FIG. 6: a) Experimental realization of the unit cell of con-
figuration B. The wire configuration is consists of 4 wire seg-
ments. In the reflection-MOT configuration 2 MOT beams
are reflected from the surface and 2 beams are parallel to the
surface (arrows). b) Switching between the different MOTs
by changing the circular polarisation of the beam parallel to
the surface. The current in the wires was 4 A, the external
bias field 3 G. The position displacement by changing the po-
larisation is about 2 mm in the y-direction and 0.2 mm in the
x-direction. The change in position in x-direction is probably
due to an imbalance in the MOT beams.
in the y-direction. The distance rm above the surface is
again 1.6mm. By changing the polarisation of the MOT
beams parallel to the surface from σ+ to σ− the MOT
changes its position due to the two different orientations
of the two quadrupoles within the rectangular unit cell
(see fig. 6 b).
In configuration C, 10 quadrupoles are created per unit
cell without external fields. As explained before 8 of
these quadrupoles are in principle suited to operate a re-
flection MOT, because the angle between the quadrupole
axis and surface is 45◦. In our experimental configuration
only four of them can be seen due to the fact that only for
four quadrupoles the axes coincide with the direction of
a MOT beam. The accessible positions can again be ad-
dressed by changing the polarisation of the MOT beams,
where the polarisation configuration is determined by the
orientation of the magnetic quadrupoles for the different
wire configurations (see fig. 7a). For the generation of
the magnetic field in the unit cell we used 3 wires in the
y-direction with alternating currents (distance wire-wire
2.5mm) and 3 wires in the x-direction (distance between
the wires 5 mm, respectively 3.8 mm, as in configura-
tion B). By building up only one such lattice cell, the
quadrupoles at the edges of the lattice cells are not ac-
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FIG. 7: a) Experimental realization of the unit cell of con-
figuration C. The wire configuration consists of 7 wires, of
which for the experiments only 6 are used simultaneously.
In the MOT configuration 2 MOT beams are reflected from
the surface and 2 beams are parallel to the surface (arrows).
b,c)-d,e) switching between the different MOTs by reversing
the circular polarisation of the beams parallel to the surface.
b,d)-c,e) switching between the MOTs by reversing the circu-
lar polarisation of the 45◦ MOT beams. The current in the
wires was 4 A, the external bias field 3 G.
cessible, because only in the middle of the cell the bias
field needed is produced by the neighboring wires. So we
investigated in this configuration the quadrupoles in the
middle of the unit cell (R2,L4). Then we switched off the
current in the left wire, and turned on the current in the
right wire to be able to observe the quadrupoles R4 and
L2 (see configuration marked in fig. 7b-e). To reach a
stable situation the current in the two middle wires was in
both cases 3.5 A (y-direction) and in the outermost wires
5A. These values yield a distance of the quadrupole from
the surface of 0.2 mm and a gradient dBdx = 20G/cm in the
x-direction. The currents in the x direction were 4A. This
yields a gradient of dBdy = 9.7G/cm in the y-direction. As
7shown in fig. 7b-e the different quadrupoles can be ad-
dressed by changing the polarisations of the MOT beams
as expected. By changing the circular polarisation of the
beams parallel to the surface we can switch between L4
and R2 (see fig. 7b,c) and L2 and R4 (see. fig. 7d,e) re-
spectively. The distance change in the y-direction is 4.4
mm respectively 4 mm and in the x-direction 1 mm. By
changing the circular polarisation of the 45◦ beams (see
fig. 7b,d, c,e) one can switch between L4 and L2, respec-
tively between R2 and R4. Here the observed change in
position in x direction is 2.2 mm. The number of atoms
in the different MOTs is between 8 · 104 and 2.4 · 105
atoms. The main advantage of this configuration com-
pared to configuration B is the fact that no external bias
field in necessary.
Up to now only single unit cells were observed. To
built up lattices it is necessary to create arrays of unit
cells. This can be done in the experiment by using more
wires. For an array of MOTs, we arranged 4 unit cells in
configuration B. As explained before it is necessary that
the distance between the wires has to be large compared
to the distance of the field minimum rm to the wire. To
reach this, we used two wires in the x-direction with a
distance of 10.16 mm from each other. In the y-direction
we used two wires in pairs (current flowing in the same
direction) as one effective wire with a current of about
3 A in each of the effective wires (see fig. 8a). The
complete configuration in this direction is given by 4 of
these wire pairs. The current in the wires of the upper
layer was also 3 A, the bias field was 4 G. With this
configuration, we could generate a stable situation with
4 MOTs operating above the surface (see fig. 8b). The
gradient of the quadrupole in the x-direction is again
dB
dx = 20G/cm and in the y-direction
dB
dy = 4.3G/cm.
The calculated distance rm above the surface is about 1
mm. The number of atoms in each individual MOT is
about 2 · 105. The distance between the different MOTs
is 3.3 mm in the x- and 8 mm in the y-direction. To
switch the MOTs individually, we applied a laser pulse
split off from the MOT laser to turn the different MOTs
on and off by blowing the atoms away (see fig. 8c,d).
By turning off one MOT no significant change in atom
number of the remaining MOTs could be detected.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have proposed different lattice con-
figurations consisting of magnetic quadrupoles which
are generated by 2 orthogonal layers of wires. These
quadrupoles could be detected in the different unit cells
by operating MOTs with the required polarisation con-
figuration. We could furthermore demonstrate the possi-
bility to use this two layer configuration to trap atoms in
a 2x2 MOT array above a surface. We were able to turn
the MOTs on and off individually by using an extra laser
beam. Such a system of multiple MOTs could be useful
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FIG. 8: a) Current distribution in the lattice to observe an
2x2 array of MOTs. In the y-direction 2 wires are used as
indicated in the picture. In the x-direction two neighboring
wires are used as one effective wire. b) 2x2 array of MOTs
above the surface. By using 2 wires in the y and 4 effective
wires in the x-direction a stable situation with 4 MOTs above
the surface can be generated. The number of atoms in each
individual MOT is about 2 ·105 atoms. The distance between
the different MOTs is 3.3 mm in the y- and 8 mm in the x-
direction. c,d) By applying an additional laser beam to the
positions of the MOTs these can be individually turned on
and off by blowing the cold atoms away.
to load an array of magnetic microtraps from an array
of separate MOTs. The current number of 105 atoms in
the single MOT will be increased in future experiments
by using the Rb dispenser in our chamber in a pulsed
operation with higher currents.
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